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Running Circuits on the Hardware

JaqalPaq Ion trap

JAF 

Measurement

1) User builds their desired Jaqal circuits via JaqalPaq and/or SuperstaQ in an *.ipynb

2) (Users can also construct new gates and pulses using JaqalPaw)

3) The code is uploaded to the JAF network service running through a Docker container

4) These circuits are sent to the hardware Octet, interpreted and then translated into laser pulses

5) Laser pulses are streamed out and quantum circuits are performed on the ions in the trap

6) Measurements are recorded in the Jaqal Application Framework and returned to the user’s notebook

or

More on “batching”:

A. D. Burch, D. S. Lobser, C. G. Yale, J. W. Van Der Wall, O. G. Maupin, J. D. Goldberg, M. N. H. Chow, M. C. Revelle, S. M. Clark (2022) "Batching Circuits to Reduce 

Compilation in Quantum Control Hardware," 2022 IEEE International Conference on Quantum Computing and Engineering (QCE), pp. 503-508.

More on Octet and compiling:

D. Lobser, J. Van Der Wall, J. Goldberg (2022) "Performant coherent control: bridging the gap between high- and low-level operations on hardware," 2022 IEEE International 

Conference on Quantum Computing and Engineering (QCE), pp. 320-330.

https://doi.org/10.1109/QCE53715.2022.00072
https://doi.org/10.1109/QCE53715.2022.00053


Communication and Compile Time3

Example:

• Let’s say we want to do a variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) with some randomized compiling!

• Circuit runtime per shot: 4 ms

• 200 shots

• 10 RCs per variational parameter

• 3 Hamiltonian projections

• Sweep 41 variational parameters 

• If we sent a single circuit over the channel at a time…

• Runtime = 41 param*3 proj*10 RCs*200 s*4 ms = 984 s = 16:24 min

• Com-time = 41 param*3 proj*10 RCs*1 s = 1230 s = 20:30 min

• Communicating and compiling a single circuit takes about 1-2 s

• However, when we consider a large number of circuits, this 

adds a lot of overhead

Example inspired by:

arXiv:2205.14225



Solution: Batching!4

Basic premise: Send a batch of circuits over the pipeline instead of one at a time

• In practice, this has previously involved our experimental 

team rewriting users notebooks to take advantage of this

• Coming soon → a new Jaqal API that allows you to mimic 

the behavior of batching circuits to the experiment, but 

on the emulator! 

• 3 “flavors” of batching available!

Batching with Overrides Batching with Subcircuits Batching with Indexing Mix them all together

run_jaqal_string(code_string,…)

run_jaqal_circuit(code_circuit,…)

These calls works on both the 

emulator & experiment!



Batching with Subcircuits5

Use Case: You have a series of circuits which vary in the types of gates and angles, but 

they’re on the “shorter” side and/or consist of a “reduced” set of gates

from qscout.v1.std usepulses*

let alpha 0.1701
let beta 0.1701
let gamma 0.74205
let delta 0.74656

register q[4]

prepare_all
Px q[0]
MS q[0] q[1]
Px q[1]
measure_all

prepare_all
Sxd q[1]
MS q[1] q[3]
Sy q[3]
measure_all

prepare_all
Sx q[2]
MS q[2] q[3]
Sy q[3]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[2]
measure_all

Solution: Place multiple “prepare_all/gates/measure_all” 

blocks in your code. The experiment and emulator will 

sort through them in order:

result = run_jaqal_string(code_string)

prepare_all
Px q[0]
MS q[0] q[1]
Px q[1]
measure_all

prepare_all
Sxd q[1]
MS q[1] q[3]
Sy q[3]
measure_all

prepare_all
Sx q[2]
MS q[2] q[3]
Sy q[3]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[2]
measure_all

Note: This already exists in the current Jaqal API!



Batching with Overrides6

from qscout.v1.std usepulses*

let alpha 0.1701
let beta 0.1701
let gamma 0.74205
let delta 0.74656

register q[4]

prepare_all
Rx q[0] alpha
Ry q[2] beta
MS q[2] q[3] 0 gamma
MS q[3] q[0] 0 delta
measure_all

Solution: Create an override dictionary which gets sent 

along with your circuit to the emulator/experiment 

override_dict = {“gamma”: [1.57079, 0.78539, 
0.39269, 0.19634], 

“delta”: [0.19634, 0.39269, 
0.78539, 1.57079]

result = run_jaqal_string(code_string,overrides
= override_dict)

prepare_all
Rx q[0] 0.1701
Ry q[2] 0.1701
MS q[2] q[3] 0 1.57079
MS q[3] q[0] 0 0.19634
measure_all

prepare_all
Rx q[0] 0.1701
Ry q[2] 0.1701
MS q[2] q[3] 0 0.78539
MS q[3] q[0] 0 0.39269
measure_all

prepare_all
Rx q[0] 0.1701
Ry q[2] 0.1701
MS q[2] q[3] 0 0.39269
MS q[3] q[0] 0 0.78539
measure_all

prepare_all
Rx q[0] 0.1701
Ry q[2] 0.1701
MS q[2] q[3] 0 0.19634
MS q[3] q[0] 0 1.57079
measure_all

Use Case: You have a circuit which will always consist of the same set of gates, but you want 

to vary all of the different phases and rotation angles

Note: Each dictionary entry must be an array of the same length or a scalar



Other Things to Override7

The override dictionary has a couple of other powerful tools that might be of interest! 

(Talk to us to learn even more!)

Not only can you override your “let” parameters in your Jaqal file, but you can also override:

JaqalPaw a.k.a pulse definition parameters: 
{“pd.amp0”: [0,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100]}

Why? Users interested in crafting their own gates via JaqalPaw may want 

to see gates’ performance under a variety of conditions

Number of shots per circuit: 
{“__repeats__”: [100,200,500,1000,2000]}

Why? To give more weight to certain types of circuits

Running subcircuits in a certain order: 
{“__index__”: [[1,3,0,2,4]]}  NESTED LIST…BEWARE!

Why? Randomizing the circuit’s operational order. Also allows for repeated 

calls to a particular subcircuit (see next slides for use)



Batching with Indexing8

Use Case: Randomizing the order in which circuits are performed and/or repeating certain 

circuits

from qscout.v1.std usepulses*

register q[4]

prepare_all
Px q[0]
MS q[0] q[1]
Px q[1]
measure_all

prepare_all
Sxd q[1]
MS q[1] q[3]
Sy q[3]
measure_all

prepare_all
Sx q[2]
MS q[2] q[3]
Sy q[3]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[2]
measure_all

Solution: Provide a nested list inside your override 

dictionary with the key “__index__”

override_dict = {“__index__”: [[1,3,2,0]]}

result = run_jaqal_string(code_string,overrides
= override_dict)

prepare_all
Sxd q[1]
MS q[1] q[3]
Sy q[3]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[2]
measure_all

prepare_all
Sx q[2]
MS q[2] q[3]
Sy q[3]
measure_all

prepare_all
Px q[0]
MS q[0] q[1]
Px q[1]
measure_all



Combining Batching Approaches9

Overrides + Subcircuits:

Runs all subcircuits for a particular set of overrides, then runs all 

subcircuits for the next set of overrides…

from qscout.v1.std usepulses*

let gamma 0.74205

register q[2]

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 gamma
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 gamma
Sx q[0]
Sx q[1]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 gamma
Sy q[0]
Sy q[1]
measure_all

override_dict = {“gamma”: [.74205,1.57079,0.1701]}

result = run_jaqal_string(code_string,overrides = override_dict)

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 0.74205
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 0.74205
Sx q[0]
Sx q[1]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 0.74205
Sy q[0]
Sy q[1]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 1.57079
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 1.57079
Sx q[0]
Sx q[1]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 1.57079
Sy q[0]
Sy q[1]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 0.1701
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 0.1701
Sx q[0]
Sx q[1]
measure_all

prepare_all
MS q[0] q[1] 0 0.1701
Sy q[0]
Sy q[1]
measure_all

subcircuit[0] subcircuit[0] subcircuit[0]subcircuit[1] subcircuit[1] subcircuit[1]subcircuit[2] subcircuit[2] subcircuit[2]

subbatch[0] subbatch[1] subbatch[2]

Note: Overrides + Indexing acts similarly, running all indexed subcircuits before moving onto next set of overrides



Data Object Structure10

result = run_jaqal_string(code_string,overrides = override_dict)

When I call “run_jaqal_string” on the emulator/experiment, what does the return look like??

result.by_subbatch[i]

result.by_subbatch[i].by_subcircuit[j]

result.by_subbatch[i].by_subcircuit[j].simulated_probability_by_int

result.by_subbatch[i].by_subcircuit[j].relative_frequency_by_int

result.by_subbatch[i].by_subcircuit[j].simulated_probability_by_str

result.by_subbatch[i].by_subcircuit[j].relative_frequency_by_str

result.by_subbatch[i].by_subcircuit[j].probability_by_int or _by_str

Important Caveat! This structure applies to the new Jaqal API, coming soon!

All circuits within a subbatch

Select a subcircuit within the subbatch

(Emulator Only) Absolute multi-qubit 

state probabilities sorted by integer

(Emulator) state probs w/shot noise or 

(Experiment) actual data sorted by 

integer

(Emulator Only) Absolute multi-qubit 

state probabilities sorted by string

(Emulator) state probs w/shot noise or 

(Experiment) actual data sorted by 

string

(Emulator) absolute probabilities 

(Experiment) actual data



Data Object Structure Continued11

String Ordering:

q[0] = 0

q[1] = 1

q[2] = 1

{‘000’: 0.017, ‘100’: 0.008, ‘010’: 0.021, ‘110’: 0.112, 

‘001’: 0.231, ‘101’: 0.000, ‘011’: 0.541,’111’: 0.070}
ȁ ۧ011

Integer Ordering:

q[0] = 0

q[1] = 1

q[2] = 1

0b110 = 7 [0.017,0.008,0.021,0.112,0.231,0.000,0.541,0.070]

result.by_time[k]

result.by_time[k].relative_frequency_by_int (and all the others)

Instead of the data 

ordered by subbatches

and subcircuits, we can 

also access the data in 

the time order it was 

taken
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Pulse-Level Control Using Jaqal Pulses and Waveforms (JaqalPaw)2

https://qscout.sandia.gov
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Experimental Details of Gate Implementation

Basic JaqalPaw: Simple waveforms

Advanced JaqalPaw: Experimentally meaningful waveforms



Realizing Quantum Gates4

Gates specified in Jaqal must be converted to a form that is experimentally realizable

The internal quantum states of  individually-addressed ions are manipulated via laser light passed through a 
acousto-optic modulators (AOMs)

Each AOM is modulated with an rf  waveform to precisely tune the frequency, phase, and amplitude of  the light

These waveforms are specified using JaqalPaw (“Jaqal Pulses and Waveforms”)

Classical
“Textbook input” 

(Jaqal)
rf Waveform
(JaqalPaw) Output Photon

(QSCOUT Hardware)
Resulting
Quantum

State

AOM



Gate Implementation at the Pulse Level5

171Yb+ qubit, clock state 12.6 GHz

Individual addressing requires lasers

Optical frequency comb to bridges 12.6 GHz via Raman transitions

Frequency, phase, and amplitude control using RF signals applied to 
acousto-optic modulators (AOMs)

Two configurations: Co- and Counter-propagating

Counter-propagating

• Supports motional-
state addressing and 
ground state cooling

• Affected by Doppler 
shifts

• Necessary for two-
qubit gates

GLOBAL AOM

AO
M

AO
M

AO
M

AO
M

AO
M

Co-propagating

• Immune to Doppler 
shifts

• Not affected by 
timing errors and 
pulse overlap

AO
M

AO
M

AO
M

AO
M

AO
M

adjusted_carrier_splitting



Two-qubit Mølmer-Sørensen Gates6

Common motional modes

“Fully connected”



Two-qubit Mølmer-Sørensen Gates7
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Experimental Details of Gate Implementation

Basic JaqalPaw: Simple Waveforms

Advanced JaqalPaw: Experimentally meaningful waveforms



JaqalPaw is a package that relies on a small set of  conventions using pure Python

JaqalPaw in Broad Strokes9



JaqalPaw is a package that relies on a small set of  conventions using pure Python

class MyGatePulses(QSCOUTBuiltins):

some_calibrated_parameter: float = 200e6  # Hz

@staticmethod
def gauss(A, sigma, num_points):

x = np.linspace(-1, 1, num_points)
return tuple(np.sqrt(A*np.exp(-x**2/2/sigma**2)))

def gate_GaussPulse(self, qubit, sigma):
return [PulseData(…), …]

JaqalPaw in Broad Strokes10

Gate definitions are 
defined in a class

They can derive from 
other gate definition 

classes



class MyGatePulses(QSCOUTBuiltins):

some_calibrated_parameter: float = 200e6  # Hz

@staticmethod
def gauss(A, sigma, num_points):

x = np.linspace(-1, 1, num_points)
return tuple(np.sqrt(A*np.exp(-x**2/2/sigma**2)))

def gate_GaussPulse(self, qubit, sigma):
return [PulseData(…), …]

JaqalPaw in Broad Strokes11

JaqalPaw is a package that relies on a small set of  conventions using pure Python
Gate definitions are 
defined in a class

They can derive from 
other gate definition 

classes

Calibration data 
will be exposed as 
annotated class 

variables



class MyGatePulses(QSCOUTBuiltins):

some_calibrated_parameter: float = 200e6  # Hz

@staticmethod
def gauss(A, sigma, num_points):

x = np.linspace(-1, 1, num_points)
return tuple(np.sqrt(A*np.exp(-x**2/2/sigma**2)))

def gate_GaussPulse(self, qubit, sigma):
return [PulseData(…), …]

JaqalPaw in Broad Strokes12

JaqalPaw is a package that relies on a small set of  conventions using pure Python
Gate definitions are 
defined in a class

They can derive from 
other gate definition 

classes

Calibration data 
will be exposed as 
annotated class 

variables

Arbitrary
helper functions 

allowed



class MyGatePulses(QSCOUTBuiltins):

some_calibrated_parameter: float = 200e6  # Hz

@staticmethod
def gauss(A, sigma, num_points):

x = np.linspace(-1, 1, num_points)
return tuple(np.sqrt(A*np.exp(-x**2/2/sigma**2)))

def gate_GaussPulse(self, qubit, sigma):
return [PulseData(…), …]

JaqalPaw in Broad Strokes13

JaqalPaw is a package that relies on a small set of  conventions using pure Python
Gate definitions are 
defined in a class

They can derive from 
other gate definition 

classes

Calibration data 
will be exposed as 
annotated class 

variables

Arbitrary
helper functions 

allowed

Gates exposed at 
to Jaqal must have 
names that start 

with “gate_”

Arguments after “self” 
are passed in from Jaqal:

GaussPulse q[2] 3.8



JaqalPaw in Broad Strokes14

JaqalPaw is a package that relies on a small set of  conventions using pure Python

class MyGatePulses(QSCOUTBuiltins):

some_calibrated_parameter: float = 200e6  # Hz

@staticmethod
def gauss(A, sigma, num_points):

x = np.linspace(-1, 1, num_points)
return tuple(np.sqrt(A*np.exp(-x**2/2/sigma**2)))

def gate_GaussPulse(self, qubit, sigma):
return [PulseData(…), …]

Arguments after “self” 
are passed in from Jaqal:

GaussPulse q[2] 3.8

Gate definitions are 
defined in a class

They can derive from 
other gate definition 

classes

Calibration data 
will be exposed as 
annotated class 

variables

Arbitrary
helper functions 

allowed

Gates exposed at 
to Jaqal must have 
names that start 

with “gate_” Gates must return a list of “PulseData” objects. Objects targeting the same qubit 
are run back to back and objects targeting different qubits are run in parallel

PulseData objects are simply a collection of parameters that define the shape and behavior of a waveform



The PulseData Object15

PulseData objects are the primary 
building blocks for constructing 
gates

They are specific to output 
channels on hardware, addressing 
either an individual qubit, or all 
qubits if  the global beam is 
specified

Always requires channel and 
duration

Frequency, phase, amplitude can 
be constant-valued, have multiple 
discrete updates (lists), or 
continuous spline modulation 
(tuples)

Z rotations are done virtually

Metadata inputs are tied to the 
PulseData object and can only be 
single-valued.



The PulseData Object16

PulseData objects are the primary 
building blocks for constructing 
gates

They are specific to output 
channels on hardware, addressing 
either an individual qubit, or all 
qubits if  the global beam is 
specified

Always requires channel and 
duration

Frequency, phase, amplitude can 
be constant-valued, have multiple 
discrete updates (lists), or 
continuous spline modulation 
(tuples)

Z rotations are done virtually

Metadata inputs are tied to the 
PulseData object and can only be 
single-valued.



The PulseData Object17

PulseData objects are the primary 
building blocks for constructing 
gates

They are specific to output 
channels on hardware, addressing 
either an individual qubit, or all 
qubits if  the global beam is 
specified

Always requires channel and 
duration

Frequency, phase, amplitude can 
be constant-valued, have multiple 
discrete updates (lists), or 
continuous spline modulation 
(tuples)

Z rotations are done virtually

Metadata inputs are tied to the 
PulseData object and can only be 
single-valued.



The PulseData Object18

PulseData objects are the primary 
building blocks for constructing 
gates

They are specific to output 
channels on hardware, addressing 
either an individual qubit, or all 
qubits if  the global beam is 
specified

Always requires channel and 
duration

Frequency, phase, amplitude can 
be constant-valued, have multiple 
discrete updates (lists), or 
continuous spline modulation 
(tuples)

Z rotations are done virtually

Metadata inputs are tied to the 
PulseData object and can only be 
single-valued.



The PulseData Object19

PulseData objects are the primary 
building blocks for constructing 
gates

They are specific to output 
channels on hardware, addressing 
either an individual qubit, or all 
qubits if  the global beam is 
specified

Always requires channel and 
duration

Frequency, phase, amplitude can 
be constant-valued, have multiple 
discrete updates (lists), or 
continuous spline modulation 
(tuples)

Z rotations are done virtually

Metadata inputs are tied to the 
PulseData object and can only be 
single-valued.



The PulseData Object20

PulseData objects are the primary 
building blocks for constructing 
gates

They are specific to output 
channels on hardware, addressing 
either an individual qubit, or all 
qubits if  the global beam is 
specified

Always requires channel and 
duration

Frequency, phase, amplitude can 
be constant-valued, have multiple 
discrete updates (lists), or 
continuous spline modulation 
(tuples)

Z rotations are done virtually

Metadata inputs are tied to the 
PulseData object and can only be 
single-valued.



Discrete and Spline Modulations21

Discrete updates are represented as a list 
[…], Spline updates are represented as a 
tuple (…)

Updates are equally distributed over the 
duration of  the pulse (non-uniform time 
distribution of  spline/discrete updates is 
not currently supported)

Note that N-1 segments are used in a 
spline, while N segments are used for 
discrete updates

Type aliases “Spline” and “Discrete” will be 
provided



Piecewise Operations22

PulseData objects are run back to 
back when on the same channel

This also applies to gates in 
general



Piecewise Operations23

PulseData objects are run back to 
back when on the same channel

This also applies to gates in 
general

New feature has been 
implemented to simplify this 
notation: 
◦ Different modulation types are 

nested in a list 
◦ Each list entry is subdivided in time

2 μs
2 μs
2 μs



Piecewise Operations24

PulseData objects are run back to 
back when on the same channel

This also applies to gates in 
general

New feature has been 
implemented to simplify this 
notation: 
◦ Different modulation types are 

nested in a list 
◦ Each list entry is subdivided in time

Lists can contain scalar values, 
lists, or tuples

Tuples can only contain scalar 
values

2 μs
2 μs
2 μs

2 μs
0.2 μs, 0.2 μs
0.2 μs
0.2 μs, 0.2 μs
2 μs



Running a Gate Across Multiple Channels25

PulseData objects on different
channels are run in parallel

This always applies to PulseData
objects in the same gate

This optionally applies to gates 
run in parallel if  run on different 
channels, e.g. in Jaqal:

< G1 q[2] | G2 q[3] >

Mismatched durations are 
automatically padded with 
NOPs at the end of  the pulse
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Experimental Details of Gate Implementation

Basic JaqalPaw: Simple Waveforms

Advanced JaqalPaw: Experimentally meaningful waveforms



Frame Rotations27

Sometimes referred to as “Virtual Rotations” 
or “Z Rotations”

QSCOUT doesn’t support direct Z rotations, 
but gate sequences can reflect effective Z 
rotations:

SxSzSx  SySx

The Octet hardware used by QSCOUT 
implements virtual rotations natively by 
tracking the qubit frame with a separate 
phase:

Frame rotations are cumulative and apply to 
subsequent gates until the frame is explicitly 
reset

Frame rotations take scalar, discrete, and 
spline inputs

Spline inputs accumulate only the final value

sin(2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 𝜑𝜑 + 𝜑𝜑𝑧𝑧)



Frame Forwarding and Inversion28

Two frames are supplied, but each frame is common to the qubit and must be forwarded to tones as 
needed

Single-qubit co-propagating gates must have the frame forwarded to a single tone

For a two-qubit Mølmer-Sørensen gate, both red and blue sideband inputs must have the frame 
forwarded

Optionally, sign of phase can be 
inverted for special gate 
configurations

Frame forwarding 
and inversion is 
controlled via 
metadata, which 
uses a bitmask 
convention



Challenges: Shimming Out Errors29

Comb Instability  Beat Note Lock

Initial State

Change in Repetition 
Rate

Feed Error 
Forward to AOM

No longer aligned to comb teeth!

Frequency comb is not actively stabilized at 
the source!

Small variations in the comb spacing require 
dynamic corrections to stay on resonance

Beat note lock must be applied to only one 
of  the two tones contributing to a Raman 
transition

Lock is set using the fb_enable_mask input 
in PulseData

Lock should be applied to the lower
frequency tones

This parameter will be different in certain 
cases, for example single-qubit co-
propagating gates and two-qubit gates



Challenges: RF Reproducibility and Agility30

Three basic configurations

Sideband cooling

State initialization

Single qubit gates

Two-Qubit Gate

Individual
beams

Global
beam



Challenges: RF Reproducibility and Agility31

Three basic configurations

Lock must be applied to exactly one tone for each Raman pair!

Sideband cooling

State initialization

Single qubit gates

Two-Qubit Gate

Individual
beams

Global
beam



Challenges: RF Reproducibility and Agility32

Three basic configurations

Sideband cooling

State initialization

Single qubit gates

Two-Qubit Gate

Beat Note 
Lock

Individual
beams

Global
beam

Lock must be applied to exactly one tone for each Raman pair!



Challenges: RF Reproducibility and Agility33

Three basic configurations

Sideband cooling

State initialization

Single qubit gates

Two-Qubit Gate

Beat Note 
Lock

Individual
beams

Global
beam

Lock must be applied to exactly one tone for each Raman pair!



Challenges: RF Reproducibility and Agility34

Three basic configurations

Sideband cooling

State initialization

Single qubit gates

Two-Qubit Gate

Individual
beams

Global
beam

• Each configuration requires different frequencies

• Beat note lock needs to be applied to different tones

• Phase of  beat note produced by red and blue sideband 
tones determines global phase of  Mølmer-Sørensen gate

Absolute phase control is imperative!



Our Approach to Synchronization35

Our synchronization approach assumes all frequencies start 
at the same time, t0, at an arbitrary point in the past.

For absolute phase control, one must apply a synchronization 
trigger to a pulse by setting a non-zero value in the 
sync_mask argument of  a PulseData object

t0Synchronization will then set the internal oscillator phase to 
its free-running equivalent for a given frequency started 
from t0

Synchronization pulses must be applied for all pulses where 
phase must be aligned to each other 

The sync_mask argument only applies to the beginning of  
the pulse

For cases where explicit phase accumulation is desired for a 
frequency modulated pulse, sync_mask might need to be 
set to 0



Synchronization Caveats37

where

Complex phase/frequency relationships are subject to rounding errors when converting from 
floating point values to the 40-bit representations used by the Octet hardware

but

Best bet is to use the discretize_frequency helper function



Input Limits38

Standard input limits

Spline input limits are a bit more subtle due to how spline coefficients are mapped to work with the 
on-chip interpolators. Best approach is to try running your code through jaqalpaw-emulate.
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Questions?
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https://qscout.sandia.gov3

Helpful guide for getting 
started

Example code (more to 
come here)

IEEE QSCOUT Manual
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Example 1: Quick Review of Frequency Modulation5

Frequency input is a list. 
Gives frequency jumps.

Frequency jumps applied at 
evenly spaced timing intervals.



Example 1b: Single Tone Continuous Frequency Modulation6

Tuple input gives a cubic 
spline interpolation.



Example 2: Simultaneous Amplitude and Phase (Gaussian Walsh)7

… the rest of the pulse data objects just put square pulses on the IA beams for q0 and q1. 

Cast to list for convenient 
comprehension.

Cast to tuple for cubic 
spline. 

List of phase steps for 
discrete jump.

Walsh gate reference : Hayes et. al, 2012 :  Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 020503



Example 2 Continued: 
Gaussian Walsh Gate 
Waveform

8
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Technical Details: Calling Your JaqalPaw Code10

I keep my Jaqal code simple, and essentially the same for all the programs I write.

Jaqal code (10 substance lines) JaqalPaw has all the substance

Responsible for:
• Calling JaqalPaw code within a framework that will 

run on the experiment apparatus.

Responsible for:
• Calculating waveform (using calibration 

parameters if desired).
• Create PulseData objects with waveform 

information for each channel of pulse.
• Synchronization, feedback, and other technical 

details.

This code available at
qscout.sandia.gov



Technical Details: Referencing Physical Calibrated Parameters11

• Calibrated parameters are 
currently contained within 
QSCOUTBuiltins, which you 
can import into your 
jaqalpaw code. 

• Note, the values here are 
overwritten with calibrated 
values at run time. 
Therefore, you should call 
parameters by name, not 
copy the number.

• Disclaimer: This structure of 
calibration parameters is 
subject to change. 

• If you need access to other 
parameters, just talk to us 
and we’ll work with you!



Technical Details: Math with Frequencies; Synchronization12

Math with frequencies: To avoid detrimental rounding errors from discretization, use the 
jaqalpaw utility function, “discretize_frequency.”

Synchronization: Usually, you should synchronize every tone in every pulse. (Syncmask = 3 or 0b11)

Pa
ri

ty

Pa
ri

ty

PhasePhase



Technical Details: Frame rotation metadata13

Continuous 
framerot, natural 
cubic spline of an erf

Forward to both 
tones, as red and 
blue sidebands need 
same phase for MS 
gate.

Apply at end mask is 
ignored for spline 
framerot

Gaussian MS gate is 
example of framerot
for continuous ACS 
compensation.
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Build in Options by Parameterizing Pulses
Ex 3a: MS Amplitude Calibration – Simple

15

Simplest example of a parameterized pulse shape – just sweep the amplitude. 

This gate definition is within a class 
that inherits QSCOUTBuiltins, so the 
CalibrationParameters are 
accessible. 

CalibrationParameter for the amplitude on 
the global beam is referenced with 
self.amp0_counterprop and passed in as a 
parameter to the pulse definition. 

…The rest of the pulse definition defines what 
happens with the IA beam. (Applies frequency 
and amplitude modulation to make an FM 
Gaussian Gate)



Amplitude Sweep Data16
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Build in Options by Parameterizing Pulses
Ex 3b: MS Gaussian Peak Height

Slightly more complex example. The same parameter is now passed in 
as an input to a function defining 

Now we inherit 
HelperFunctions in 
addition to 
QSCOUTBuiltins.

The 
CalibrationParameter 
is now passed as an 
argument to a 
function that returns 
amplitude spline 
knots.



18

Build in Options by Parameterizing Pulses
Ex 3c: MS Pulse Shape

Adding a non-standard parameter can be done by adding an argument to 
your gate and passing it as a let parameter from your jaqal code.

The parameter “s” varies 
this pulse between 
Gaussian and Blackman.

Jaqal code modification:
…

…



Use Both Tones to Generate More Complex Pulses
Ex 4: Track Spin State Dynamics Through a Gaussian FM Gate

19

Goal: track the spin state during pulse

Since there is already continuous 
modulation, stopping the pulse at arbitrary 
time requires recalculation.

Sidestep the problem by putting discrete 
amplitude modulation on the other leg of 
the Raman transition.



Code for Spin State Tracking20



Data For Spin State Tracking21

220𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 Gaussian FM Gate Dynamics

j.pd.global_duration (𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇)



Programmatic Configurations22

You can write a simple text file 
parser (or use this one) and 
include it as a static method. 

Nice for leaving a record of 
what you’ve tried without 
writing a bunch of JaqalPaw
files.

For my gates, I like to let my 
optimal pulse solver code 
actually write the config files 
along with some information 
about how they got there. 
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John’s Hopkins Users (JHU) JaqalPaw ‘SineLobe’ Code24

𝑍𝑍

𝑌𝑌𝑋𝑋

𝑍𝑍

𝑌𝑌𝑋𝑋

𝑅𝑅𝑍𝑍
𝜋𝜋
2 − 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑅𝑅𝑧𝑧 −

𝜋𝜋
2 𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦

𝜋𝜋
2 − 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦 −

𝜋𝜋
2

Subcircuit 0 Subcircuit 2



JHU SineLobes – Calculate Relevant Parameters from 
Calibration Values

25



JHU SineLobes – Validity checking and catching unphysical 
requirements

26



JHU SineLobes – Parameterization allowing for options 27

…
 



JHU SineLobes – Final PulseData Object28



Questions?

29
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